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Oval Domes: 
History, Geometry and Mechanics 
Abstract. An oval dome may be defined as a dome whose 
plan or profile (or both) has an oval form. The word “oval” 
comes from the Latin ovum, egg. The present paper contains 
an outline of the origin and application of the oval in 
historical architecture; a discussion of the spatial geometry of 
oval domes, that is, the different methods employed to lay 
them out; a brief exposition of the mechanics of oval arches 
and domes; and a final discussion of the role of geometry in 
oval arch and dome design. 
Introduction 
An oval dome may be defined as a dome whose plan or profile (or both) has an oval 
form. The word Aoval@ comes from the Latin ovum, egg. Thus, an oval dome is egg-shaped. 
The first buildings with oval plans were built without a predetermined form, just trying to 
enclose a space in the most economical form. Eventually, the geometry was defined by 
using circular arcs with common tangents at the points of change of curvature. Later the 
oval acquired a more regular form with two axes of symmetry. Therefore, an “oval” may be 
defined as an egg-shaped form, doubly symmetric, constructed with circular arcs; an oval 
needs a minimum of four centres, but it is possible also to build ovals with multiple centres.  
The preceding definition corresponds with the origin and the use of oval forms in 
building and may be applied without problem up to, say, the eighteenth century.  From 
that point on, the study of conics in elementary courses of geometry taught the learned 
people to consider the oval as an approximation of the ellipse, an “imperfect ellipse”: an 
oval was, then, a curve formed from circular arcs which approximates the ellipse of the 
same axes. As we shall see, the ellipse has very rarely been used in building. 
Finally, in modern geometrical textbooks an oval is defined as a smooth closed convex 
curve, a more general definition which embraces the two previous, but which is of no 
particular use in the study of the employment of oval forms in building. 
The present paper contains the following parts: 1) an outline of the origin and 
application of the oval in historical architecture; 2) a discussion of the spatial geometry of 
oval domes, i.e., the different methods employed to lay them out;  3) a brief exposition of 
the mechanics of oval arches and domes; and 4) a final discussion of the role of geometry in 
oval arch and dome design. 
Historical outline of the origin and application of the oval in historical architecture 
The first civilizations: Mesopotamia and Egypt 
Rounded forms, many times not geometrically defined, were used in building from the 
most remote antiquity. These rounded forms may be called “oval”. What the ancient 
builders were looking for was the most simple and economical way to enclose a space. As 
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techniques were perfected, some of these plans were geometrically defined using cords and 
pegs to control their contours, i.e., employing circular arcs or combinations of them.  
These enclosures were first covered by masonry in about 4000 B.C., by cantilevering the 
stones forming successive rings, until the space is closed at the top. This is what we call now 
a “false dome”. Fig. 1 shows the most ancient remains discovered so far in Asia Minor. 
Domes were used to form “stone huts” and the technique was developed, no doubt, in the 
context of permanent settlements associated with agriculture. It is a form of what we today 
call vernacular construction. The same technique of building has survived in some 
countries until the present day. (In Spain, for example, the vernacular buildings of piedra 
seca, dry stone, in Mallorca are similar to those first examples in Asia Minor [Rubió 1914].) 
Fig. 1. The first domes covering a closed oval plan in Asia Minor ca. 4,000 B.C. 
[Baitimova 2002] 
The invention of the arch apparently came later than that of the dome. The first arches 
were built in Mesopotamia or Egypt circa 3500 B.C. to construct the permanent covering 
of tombs. The books of Besenval [1984] and El-Naggar [1999] contain the most 
information on arch and vault building in those times. 
The first arches were built with crude bricks. It was discovered that if the bricks are 
disposed in a certain manner in space they remain stable, their weight being transferred 
from one brick to the next until reaching the earth: the same force which tries to drag the 
bricks to the earth keeps them in position. It was an amazing invention and an enormous 
step forward from the more common custom of simply piling the bricks to form walls. 
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(The practice of brick wall building was itself an invention which evolved very slowly 
before the bricks and the different bondings were developed; see Sauvage [1998].) 
In the first two millennia the builders experimented with several types of arches and 
vaults and there is no direct line of progress towards the voussoir arch with radial joints, 
which is our conceptual model. A perusal of the hundreds of surveys contained in the 
books of Besenval and El-Naggar makes evident a long period of “eclectic” 
experimentation, in which several forms and types of arches co-existed. Among them 
appeared the first oval vaults (fig. 2). Some of those vaults were built without centring, by 
building successive flat slices against a wall where the form of the arch was first drawn. The 
technique is still used in the north of Africa [Fathy 1976] (fig. 3). 
Fig. 2. Oval arches in Asur, Mesopotamia. a) With radial centres; b) Arches built 
without centring, by constructing successive slices leaned one against the next 
[Besenval 1984] 
Fig. 3. Building oval barrel vaults in North Africa in the 1970’s [Fathy 1976] 
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The first vaults were quite small, with spans of only about one or two meters, just 
enough to cover the tomb. This size favoured experimentation: the vault, if not of an 
adequate form, will distort and the observation of the movements gave the builders a 
“feeling” for the more adequate forms. Fig. 4a shows one of the plates of the book of El-
Naggar [1999] which explains clearly the kind of forms adopted for the vaults. To an 
architect or engineer with some experience in masonry structures it will be evident that the 
vault at the bottom right side is the safest, adopting an oval form which will amply contain 
the trajectory of compressions (the line of thrust or inverted catenary) within the arch. 
Choisy [1904] was the first to point this fact as the origin of the oval arches (fig. 5a). (On 
the design of masonry arches see [Heyman 1995] and [Huerta 2006].) 
Fig. 4. a) Different Egyptian oval vaults, showing different degrees of distortion from 
the oval form [El-Naggar 1999]. The bottom-left vault, which shows no distortion, 
presents no danger of collapse; b) Construction of the vaults of the Ramesseum 
[Choisy 1904];  c) Barns of the Ramesseum [El-Naggar 1999] 
When vaults grew bigger in the second millennium B.C. – for example, the vaults 
covering the barns of the Ramesseum (fig. 4b and c) have spans of almost five meters – a 
good regular building required that the form of the vault be fixed by some construction. 
The oval forms had to be defined geometrically. The Egyptians were experts in practical 
geometry using pegs and strings, and a form composed of circular arcs is the most logical. 
Choisy [1904], observing the form of many vaults, considering the practical geometry of 
the Egyptians (the 3-4-5 right triangle), and applying the logic of building, proposed a 
simple oval form and suggested how it might be constructed using a simple system of 
strings (fig. 5).  
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Fig. 5. The geometry and construction of Egyptian ovals, after Choisy [1904]. a) 
Egyptian oval with the 3-4-5 triangle and comparison with the catenary; b) Possible 
employment of the oval with leaning brick slice-arches; c) Use of a string method to 
draw the oval 
 A geometrical construction is not the only possibility. The mason may sketch the profile 
of the vault on a wall, perhaps making several corrections until he is satisfied with a certain 
form. Then, he may fix the form my drawing an horizontal line and measuring the vertical 
distances to it. Indeed, this was the method followed in a diagram from the Third Dynasty 
(3000-2700 B.C.) near the Step Pyramid of Saqqara [Gunn 1926] (fig. 6a and b). If the 
separation between the vertical lines is considered to be uniform, the profile does not 
correspond to the preceding “typical” oval or a circular arch, and this supports the previous 
hypothesis. However, Daressy [1927] demonstrated that if the last interval is presumed to 
be shorter than the others a circular arc may be somewhat adjusted to the curve (fig. 6c). 
The present author has adjusted an oval, following a simple geometrical construction (fig. 
6d). Many other curves may be tried, but any interpretation should be made with caution, 
considering the historical context and the logic of practical building at that time.  
Some scholars claim to have found ellipses and not ovals in the form of the Egyptian 
arches. In particular, the French archaeologist Daressy [1907] attributed an elliptical form 
to a drawing of the profile of an arch corresponding to the vaults of one of the tombs of 
Ramses VI (twelfth century B.C.). This hypothesis has been accepted as true by many 
scholars who have discussed the laying out of Egyptian arches. (See, for example, [Arnold 
1991] and [Rossi 2004]). Heisel [1991] hinted at the possibility of employing a bent 
wooden strip to lay out the curve. ([Cejka 1978] has explored this method in his research 
on Islamic arches). 
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Fig. 6. a) The oldest diagram of an arch, Third Dynasty, 3000-2700 B.C. (photo and 
drawings after [Gunn 1926]; b) Drawing by Gunn [1926]; c) Geometrical 
interpretation as an arc of circle by Daressy [1927]; d) Oval which approximates to 
Gunn=s drawing (author) 
Fig. 7. a) Layout of an Egyptian oval dome. Comparative drawing of an Egyptian 
oval with an ellipse with foci in D and E ([El-Naggar 1999] after [Daressy 1907]). 
Choisy=s oval has been superimposed by the author in a thin continuous line; b) 
Stone vault of an Egyptian tomb of oval profile [El-Naggar 1999]. Choisy=s oval 
superimposed by the author 
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I disagree strongly with the hypothesis that the Egyptians used elliptical forms. The 
ellipse is a mathematical curve which was defined by Greek mathematicians the fourth 
century B.C. [Heath 1981]. The supposition that they have discovered by chance the string 
method for laying out the ellipse (the so-called “gardener=s method”) is also quite difficult 
to accept, given the long and painful birth of even the most simple and “obvious” 
inventions. In fact, Choisy=s Egyptian oval adapts itself as well or better than the ellipse to 
the diagram, as fig. 8a makes evident, and if any geometrical construction was used, this 
appears a much more probable hypothesis. Finally, a drawing found in a wall of Luxor’s 
Temple (figs. 8a and b) [Borchardt 1896] provides evidence of the employment of the oval 
by the Egyptians. In this case it is evident that the form corresponds to an oval, because of 
the great difference of the two radii. This is a very strong argument, to be added to the 
others, against the “ellipse hypothesis”. 
Fig. 8. Drawing of an oval discovered by Borchartd in 1896 in a wall of the Temple 
of Luxor. a) Borchardt’s reproduction of the original drawing; b) One of his 
hypothesis for the geometrical generation of the oval [Borchartd 1896] 
Greece and Rome 
The Greeks knew the arch. Since stone was the usual building material, they employed 
the voussoir arch, almost without exception with a semicircular form. The arch was 
employed in secondary buildings, in sewers or for the gates of the city walls [Boyd 1978, 
Dornisch 1992]. Some cantilevered domes approached the oval form, but there was no 
systematic use of the ovals as in the brick architecture of Mesopotamia or Egypt. 
The oval form appeared in Europe in Roman times for the design of amphitheatres (see 
Wilson Jones 1993]) (fig. 9a). Again, some scholars have tried to prove the use of ellipses 
instead of ovals. However, the oval form is the natural form for laying out the stands of the 
amphitheatre: it is impossible to construct parallel ellipses, and the only logical method is to 
use oval forms made of circular arcs. In any case, the differences between ellipses and ovals 
for the usual proportions are so small that, in fact, one see what one wants to see. Even the 
most precise mensuration does not serve to settle the matter [Rosin 2005]. It is not a matter 
of mensuration, but of the history of building traditions. 
It appears that the Romans did not built oval domes: the central symmetry was 
considered a requisite and even in the experimentation of the domes in Hadrian’s Villa all 
the forms present a centralized character [Rasch 1985]. Some exceptions may be found in 
the apses of thermae [Lotz 1955], and it is usually presumed that the octagon of the church 
of St. Gereon in Cologne rests on the oval foundations of a previous Roman building [Götz 
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1968] (fig. 9b) and [Krautheimer 1984] (fig. 9c). Choisy [1873] discovered that in the 
bridge of Narni, the central span of the inclined road was adapted by using an arch formed 
from two quarter-circles of different radii. Perhaps more examples can be found, but it 
appears that the Romans used the oval form for arches and domes only in exceptional cases. 
Fig. 9. a) One of the hypothesis concerning the oval geometry of the Roman 
Coliseum [1993]; b) Medieval octagon of the church of St. Gereon in Cologne; it is 
supposed to be built on the foundations of an oval Roman building [Götz 1968]; c) 
reconstruction by Krautheimer [1984] 
The Middle Ages 
Most medieval domes have a centralised form, probably due to the Roman influence. In 
Spain most Romanesque churches pertain to this type. However, there are also some 
exceptions, and the church of Santo Tomás de Olla, dated by Gómez Moreno [1919] to 
the tenth century, presents an octagonal dome on an oval plant, 6 x 5.5 m, surrounded by 
horseshoe arches (Fig, 10).  
Fig. 10. Church of Santo Tomás de Olla, Spain, built in the tenth century [Gómez 
Moreno 1919] 
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In France, Chappuis [1976] has made what appears to be the only exhaustive study of 
the use of the oval form in the Middle Ages. He has studied some 400 Romanesque 
churches in the south of France which present some kind of oval arches or domes. Of these, 
130 have domes with an oval plan. Fig. 11a shows Chappuis’s classification of Romanesque 
ovals.  Fig. 11b shows clearly the oval plan in two churches. Chappuis has found, then, a 
precedent in Europe for the Renaissance oval domes, which so far has not been noted by 
historians of architecture.
Fig. 11. The oval form in French Romanesque churches [Chappuis 1976]. a) 
Classification of ovals; b) Two examples of churches with oval plans: above, Saint-
Martin de Gurçon, Dordogne, and below, Balzac, Charente 
Another element in which oval arches can be found in Romanesque churches are the 
groined vaults, resulting from the intersection of two barrel vaults. It may that the medieval 
masons knew some method to lay out approximately the curve of the groin before 
construction, and the technique of the “lengthened arch” which will be discussed below, 
could have been used. But there are other techniques which make possible the construction 
without the physical building of the diagonal centring, as may be seen in the drawing by 
Mohrmann [Ungewitter 1890] (fig. 12). (The Romans may have used the technique in 
building their groined vaults.) 
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Fig. 12. Building of a Romanesque groined vault without knowing the form of the 
groin. The intersection is made “physically” with the wooden planks [Ungewitter 
1890]
The Gothic is based on a great simplification of the building procedures. In the cross 
vaults the ribs, which are always composed of circular arcs, define the geometry of the vault, 
the masonry shell closing the space between ribs in the last step of the building (fig. 13). In 
the simple quadripartite vault, the cross ribs are semicircles and the transverse arches and 
the formerets (wall ribs) are adjusted to the desired height using pointed arches. (The best 
study on the geometry of the Gothic ribs is still that of Willis [1843].)  
Fig. 13. The geometry of the Gothic cross vault is defined by that of the ribs, which 
are made of circular arcs. a) The technique permits correspondence with the forms of 
adjacent vaults; b) The ribs are built before and then the shell is closed [Viollet-le-
Duc 1858] 
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The idea of defining beforehand the curve of intersection between two barrel vaults – 
difficult to lay out and construct – by a simple circular arc, seems to come from Byzantium; 
Choisy [1883] studied the matter in depth. The Byzantines did not use ribs to reinforce the 
groins, but this, in essence, is the only conceptual difference between the laying out of 
Byzantine and Gothic cross vaults (fig. 14). 
Fig. 14. Laying out of the groins in a Byzantine cross vault. a) The two groins and 
the four perimeter arches are circular segments, defined beforehand; b) The shell is 
“generated”, hypothetically, by a system of strings rotating around an axis [Choisy 
1883]; c) The different arch-slices are built without centring until the vault is closed 
[Ward-Perkins 1958] 
Fig. 15. Use of oval segmental ribs to define the geometry of late Gothic English 
vaults [Willis 1843] 
Gothic geometry is coherent with the character of Gothic building: a requisite of 
economy, in the broadest sense of the term, permeates the whole Gothic building. The 
ingenuity of the master masons in solving easily, by simple methods, the most complicated 
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problems still fascinate the historians of Gothic architecture today. In high Gothic, the ribs 
were always either semicircular or pointed arches of two centres. The flexibility of the 
system has been best explained in the drawings by Viollet-le-Duc (fig. 13a, above). 
In late Gothic, however, in England, Germany and Spain, the Gothic masters began to 
employ oval forms, generated by the tangency of circles of different radii. The first to note 
the employment of this kind of “oval” ribs was Willis [1843] (fig. 15). Again, the tradition 
was well known in the Orient. In the comprehensive study of Cejka [1978] on the use of 
the arch in Islamic architecture, there are many examples of the same kind of geometries, 
which predate the European by several centuries.  
The first documented evidence of the use of ovals is found in Germany. In the Wiener 
Sammlung, the richest collection of drawings of medieval buildings, two examples of ovals 
are found; one of them is represented in fig. 16a. Bucher [1968, 1972] has called attention 
to them and describes the method used by the medieval masons: the span of the arch is 
divided into a certain number of parts (three, four, ...); the two extreme points define the 
radius of the smaller circles; finally, on the axis of symmetry a third point is chosen to 
define the radius of the central arc (usually taking the span, or a fraction of it, from the 
springing line as in figs. 16a and b). The method is quite simple and may be adjusted by 
trial-and-error to any ratio of span to height. Fig. 16c illustrates some solutions to “exams” 
by the apprentice masons in Augsburg. The problem was to define the oval centrings for 
irregular vaults. It is evident that they were using a well-established technique. In the 
drawings only the final result is shown, but this must have been preceded by some 
experiments. Werner Müller, a German scholar who has contributed decisively to our 
knowledge of Gothic Baugeometrie and the history of stereotomy [Müller 1990, 2002] 
called attention to this important document [Müller 1972]. 
In Spain, the oval arch also appears as an element of Gothic architecture in the fifteenth 
and sixteenth centuries, used in the portals of churches and civil buildings, as well as in the 
ribs of the surbased vaults which support the choir at the foot of Spanish parish churches. 
Palacios [2003] has made the first research in this most interested aspect of Spanish 
building geometry. Two photographs of this kind of vault in the entrance to the church of 
San Juan de los Reyes in Toledo are shown in fig. 17. 
Fig. 16. Ovals in late Gothic German documents. a) Oval layout in the Wiener 
Sammlung [Koepf 1969]; b) Some types of Gothic ovals [Bucher 1972] 
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Fig. 16c. Exam of a mason apprentice in Augsburg [Müller 1972] 
Fig. 17 . Gothic surbased vaults with oval ribs in the church of San Juan de los Reyes 
in Toledo, designed by Juan Guas (end of the fifteenth century). a) Vaults at the 
entrance (photo by G. López); b) Vault of the choir (photo by E. Rabasa) 
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The “lengthened arch” 
At the beginning of the sixteenth century appears documentary evidence of another 
geometrical method for drawing oval arches or lines. It is first included in the Codex 
Atlanticus by Leonardo da Vinci (ca. 1510), as has been noted by Simona [2005] (fig. 18a). 
The method was first published in Dürer=s Unterweisung der Messung in 1525 (fig. 18b):  
“The stonemasons will need to know how to stretch a half circle in length, maintaining all 
the others measures unchanged, and this is because the vaults need to close adequately” (my 
translation). The problem is to draw a surbased arch of a certain height and span by 
stretching the semicircle of the same height. The method consists in first inscribing the 
semicircle in a rectangle of ratio 1:2; next, the base of the rectangle (the diameter of the 
semicircle) is divided in twelve  parts and vertical lines are drawn. Another rectangle of the 
same height and of the desired length is drawn and the base is divided in the same number 
of parts; again, vertical lines are drawn. The intersection of these lines with the horizontal 
lines from the intersection of the semicircle with the vertical lines in the first rectangle will 
give points of the desired arch. We know, of course, that the curve is an ellipse, but Dürer 
does not mention it; in fact, the mathematicians would discover this fact only one hundred 
years later. It was Guldin in 1640 who discovered the elliptical nature of the curve [Peiffer 
1995]. Some authors have used the term “pseudo-ellipse” to refer to oval arches (for 
example, Bucher [1972] and Calvo [2002]), but this is misleading, as it suggests the desire 
to approximate a curve which was unknown to masons and architects before the beginning 
of the eighteenth century [West 1978]. 
Fig. 18. Drawing of an oval by stretching a circle. a) Leonardo da Vinci, Codex
Atlanticus fol. 318 b-r, ca. 1510 [Simona 2005]; b) Albrecht Dürer, Unterweisung 
der Messung [1525] 
Is this construction Leonardo=s or Durër=s invention, or are they describing a method 
pertaining to the tradition of the stonemasons? In the late Gothic drawings which have 
survived there is no trace of such a geometrical construction; as we have seen, they solved 
the problem by using ovals made of circular arcs. However, it is interesting to note that the 
same construction appears in other architectural and stone-cutting treatises written in the 
last half of the sixteenth century in Spain, namely those of Hernán Ruiz [ca. 1545], Ginés 
Martínez de Aranda [1590] and Alonso de Vandelvira [1580]. As procedures and building 
methods change very slowly, it is probable that the method was one of the geometrical tools 
of medieval master masons. 
The oldest of these treatises is the so-called Libro de arquitectura of Hernán Ruiz el 
Joven, written between 1545 and 1562 [Navascués 1975]. It is a manuscript containing a 
translation of Book I of Vitruvius, followed by a collection of drawings of different 
problems of geometry, stone-cutting, buttress design, classical orders and designs of 
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temples. Hernán Ruiz includes several drawings showing a method equivalent to that of 
Dürer but based on the parallel projection on an inclined plane. The method is applied 
three times: to draw the caissons of  a capilla por arista, groined vault (fig. 19a); to draw a 
capilla vaída, sail vault (fig. 19b);  and to derive a surbased arch from a semicircular arch 
(fig. 19c). The use in three different cases and the absence of any instructions suggest that 
the method was well known among Spanish stonemasons in the sixteenth century. 
Fig. 19. The method of parallel projection in the Libro de arquitectura of Hernán 
Ruiz el Joven [ca. 1545]. a) Groined vault; b) Sail vault; c) arch construction. 
(Library of the E. T. S. de Arquitectura de Madrid) 
Hernán Ruiz made extensive use of Serlio=s treatise of architecture and he also copied 
Serlio=s oval constructions (which will be discussed below). The method is not explicitly 
mentioned by Serlio, though he also uses parallel projection to obtain the intersection of 
the two barrels in his perspective drawing of a groined vault (fig. 20). 
Fig. 20. Serlio=s perspective drawing of a groined vault using parallel projection [1996, Book II] 
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Martínez de Aranda, a Spanish architect who flourished at the end of the sixteenth 
century, wrote a treatise on stonecutting in about 1590 which has survived in manuscript 
copy [Martínez de Aranda 1986]. He gives two methods to obtain oval arches: one by 
contraction or extension of coordinates (equivalent to that of Dürer) and the other by 
parallel projection (equivalent to that of Hernán Ruiz) (fig. 21a and b). However, it is the 
second method which is used extensively throughout the treatise. Both methods are 
succinctly explained in the first pages of the treatise under the title “Difinitiones”. In the 
stonecutting treatise of Vandelvira [1580] only the method of parallel projection is used, 
forming an essential tool in many drawings. However, he gives no explanation of it; the 
author either considers it evident or part of the common knowledge of a stonemason. The 
first occurrence of the method in the manuscript (fol. 13 r), where it is used to lay out a 
groined pendentive is shown in fig. 21c. 
Fig. 21. The method of parallel projection for drawing oval arches: a and b) Martínez 
de Aranda [1590]; c) Alonso de Vandelvira [1580] 
A long and detailed explanation of the two methods, a step-by-step exposition which can 
be followed by any apprentice, was given by Philibert De L=Orme in his book Nouvelles 
inventions pour bien bastir [1561]. A more succinct exposition is given in his book on 
architecture [1567].  De L=Orme calls the oval arch Cherche rallongée, lengthened arch, 
and again it seems that he is explaining a well known and established technique. De 
L’Orme gives two solutions which correspond approximately to the methods explained 
above (figs. 22a and b). He says explicitly that the curve cannot be draw with a compass 
and he shows the way to obtain the local curvature of the arch so that the templates for 
cutting the stones can be made.   
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Fig. 22. Philibert De L=Orme’s methods for constructing oval arches [1561, 1567]. a 
and b) two geometrical constructions; c) finding the centre of a circle when three 
points on the circumference are known  
It is very simple: you take three successive points and draw two straight lines joining them. 
Then draw the perpendicular bisectors of each of these lines. The point of intersection of 
the two bisectors the centre of the circle which passes through the three points, as is shown 
in the sketch at the right of fig. 22c.  
The same procedures were used by carpenters and were explained by Jousse in the first 
published handbook on carpentry printed in 1627 [1702] (fig. 23, next page). Of particular 
note is the drawing of median lines to obtain the radius of different parts of the arch (fig. 
23c). It seems evident that a simplification to an oval of a few centres will be quite easy. 
The oval in the Renaissance 
We have seen that ovals were used in European late Gothic architecture. We have also 
seen that stonemasons developed a technique to lay out oval arches of any ratio of span to 
height by stretching or shortening circles or quarter-circles. The oval was not itself an 
invention of the Renaissance, but the oval form was used by some Renaissance architects to 
design a new concept of space for temples. Architectural historians have discussed the 
matter of the appearance of the oval in great detail; the fundamental contribution is still 
Lotz’s monograph published in 1955. The literature is quite extensive; to name but a few 
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fundamental contributions: Fasolo [1931],  Zocca [1946], Müller [1967], Kitao [1974] 
and Nobile [1996]. On oval domes in Spain, see Gentil [1996] and Rodríguez de Ceballos 
[1983, 1990]. 
Fig. 23. The “lengthened arch” method in the manual of carpentry of Jousse [1627] 
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Apparently the idea of using the oval in different aspects of the arts was “in the air” at 
the beginning of the Cinquecento. Panofsky [1937] argued that Michelangelo’s first project 
for the Tomb of Julius II already contained an interior oval space. According to Panofsky 
[1956], Correggio was the first painter to introduce an oval in a composition (Madonna of 
St. Francis, 1514, Dresden Gemäldegalerie), and Gian Maria Falconetto the first sculptor 
to employ one. In the book on perspective of Pélerin [1521] appear two ovals: the 
perspective drawing of an oval Renaissance arch and the oval frame of the illustration at the 
end of the treatise (fig. 24). It seems clear that the oval form exerted a new attraction to the 
artists at the beginning of the Cinquecento.  
Fig. 24. Drawings with ovals in the treatise on perspective of Pélerin [1521] 
Fig. 25. a) Serlio’s models for ovals in his Book I of 1545; b) Serlio’s design of an 
oval temple in his Book V of 1547 
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The main architects in promoting the oval as a new form of defining the architectural 
space were Baldassare Peruzzi, Sebastiano Serlio and Giacomo Vignola. It was Peruzzi who 
first thought in taking advantage from the peculiarities of an oval space in church design, a 
compromise between the central space of the Quattrocento and the more linear  character 
of traditional churches. However, his death left the diffusion of his ideas in the hands of his 
disciple Serlio. Indeed, Serlio’s treatise [1996], one of the most popular architectural 
treatises ever published, was responsible of the spread of the oval form in the late 
Renaissance and Baroque in Europe. In his Book I on geometry, published in 1545, he 
includes a discussion on ovals. He says explicitly that it is possible to draw many different 
ovals and proposed four oval constructions (fig. 25a). These were copied again and again in 
later architectural manuals and were used many times in actual designs. However, architects 
and masons knew that for any two axes it is possible to construct many (in fact, infinite) 
different ovals and they departed from Serlio’s models when desired. 
Serlio includes another construction for ovals. He first alludes to the practice of masons 
of describing the ovals with strings: molti muratore hanno una certa sua prattica, che col 
filo fanno simili volte. The method alluded by Serlio has been considered by many scholars 
to be the so-called “gardeners-method” for drawing the ellipse with a string fixed in the two 
foci. Kitao [1974] provides another, simpler interpretation (fig. 26a). Further on, Serlio 
proposes another method, which he considers more precise: Nondimeno se l’architetto 
vorrà procedere teoricamente, portato dalla ragione, potrà tener questa via. He then gives a 
different method of projection. Two concentric circles are drawn and equally-spaced radii 
drawn to partition them. From the intersection of the radii with the larger circle are drawn 
vertical lines; from the intersection of the radii with the smaller circle are drawn horizontal 
lines.  The intersections of these verticals and horizontals are points on the oval (fig. 26b). 
Of course, the curve is an ellipse, but Serlio did not name it so; more importantly, he did 
not know that it was an ellipse. This construction was also copied in subsequent treatises of 
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries; after that, it gradually disappears from the 
manuals, although it continues to appear in the handbooks of practical geometry. (Hernán 
Ruiz, Vandelvira and Martínez de Aranda include it. However, in the usual stonecutting 
constructions they never used it; it only appears at the end of the manuscript by Vandelvira, 
in what looks as a theoretical exercise). 
Fig. 26. a) Physical construction of an oval with a string and two pegs [Kitao 1974]; 
b) Serlio’s construction of an oval portato dalla ragione [Serlio 1545] 
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Fig. 27. a) The first church built with an oval dome. S. Andrea in Via Flaminia by 
Vignola (1550-1554); b) First design of a bridge with oval arches by Vignola in 1547 
When Serlio included the oval constructions in his Book I he was not thinking only of a 
geometrical problem; he had in mind the program of his master Peruzzi, the creation of a 
new type of temple. In his Book V on architecture, published two years later [1547], 
among a number of projects for temples, there appeared a design for an oval temple (fig. 
25b), which exerted an enormous influence in the late Renaissance and Baroque. This is an 
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enormous change from the previous uses of the oval: it became a fundamental argument of 
design and acquired an importance in defining architectural space which it had never had. 
Indeed, it surpassed the circle, which had been since classical antiquity the expression of 
geometrical perfection. 
Peruzzi and Serlio prepared the theoretical way. It was Vignola who first put their ideas 
into practice building the first oval church, Sant’Andrea in Via Flaminia (1550-1554) (fig. 
27a). Earlier, in 1547, Vignola had produced the first design of a bridge with surbased oval 
arches (fig. 27b). Vignola’s design exerted no influence in the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries, but the use of oval arches in bridge design had become common by the 
beginning of the eighteenth century [Gautier 1716]. Polycentric oval arches were a central 
element in many of Perronet’s bridges, in the second half of the eighteenth century 
[Perronet 1788].  
After Serlio and Vignola, the oval dome spread quickly, not only in Italy, but in Spain 
[Gentil 1996], France [Châtelet-Lange 1978] and Central Europe [Fasolo 1931] as well. It 
is significant that Vandelvira’s manuscript of stone cutting, ca. 1575, includes six different 
solutions of oval domes. There is no space in this short paper to enter into the subtleties of 
oval church design. The best architects of the Baroque exercised their ingenuity by solving 
the problems created by a non-central space. For example, Smyth-Pinney [1989] has 
studied in detail the design process followed by Bernini for the plan of S. Andrea al 
Quirinale and the subtle position of the axes of the perimeter chapels. Bernini’s oval does 
not correspond to any of Serlio’s models, and shows a delicate adjustment in the interior 
space (fig. 28). However, we may call Bernini’s use of the oval “classical”. As in Serlio’s oval 
temple (fig. 25b, above), the section has the same form as the plan, and the references to 
the central churches of the Cinquecento are evident. 
Fig. 28. The geometry of San Andrea al Quirinale [Smyth-Pinney 1989] 
The project of Francesco Borromini for San Carlo alle Quattro Fontane (1663) presents 
a more complicated geometry, as the oval which generates the plan changes at the base of 
the dome (fig. 29). This last oval deviates very much from the usual form of ovals so far. 
No doubt, Borromini chose this form to provide “tension” in the space. Neither of the 
ovals corresponds with Serlio’s models.  
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Fig. 29. San Carlo alle Quattro Fontane by Borromini. a) Design for the plan using a 
generating oval; b) Photograph of the dome showing the oval of impost at the base of 
the dome. Note the difference with the oval plan [Bellini 2004] 
Geometry of oval domes 
One of the main problems in the study of the geometry of oval arches and domes is the 
modern prejudice that an “oval” is an “approximation of the ellipse”. In fact, as we have 
seen, as a geometrical figure the oval is much older than the ellipse, and there is a tradition 
of its use in building practice which can be traced back to the first arches in Mesopotamia 
and Egypt. As a mathematical concept, in geometrical terms, the ellipse is an intersection of 
a plane with a cone, or the locus of the points whose distance to two fixed points (foci) give 
a constant number. It is also an affine transformation of a circle. And we may define the 
curve mathematically in many other ways. 
 The study of the conics was a matter of “higher mathematics” up to the seventeenth 
century. The Greeks did not know a simple way to draw the ellipse. The string method was 
discovered by Anthemius of Tralles, a Byzantine architect and geometer of the sixth 
century. In the tenth century the Arab Alsigzï reported it, and in the late sixteenth and early 
seventeenth centuries it was known by Guidobaldo del Monte, Simon Stevin and Kepler 
[West 1978]. As a  way to lay out arches, it was published in the treatise of fortification of 
Bachot [1598] (fig. 30a), and it began to appear in the building manuals at the beginning 
of the seventeenth century. In Spain, Fray Lorenzo de San Nicolás [1639], who wrote the 
most influential building manual in the Spanish language, after explaining the usual layout 
with circular arcs, cites the method and remarks that it is easy to lay out brick arches (fig. 
30b and c). However, in the chapter on ovals he explains in detail the usual circular arc 
constructions, adding some new constructions to those of Serlio. 
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Fig. 30. a) Use of the string method to draw surbased arches in Bachot [1598]; b and 
c) Layout of surbased arches by employing circular arcs, and by the string method 
[San Nicolás 1639] 
In the eighteenth century contempt for the oval on the part of learned engineers and 
architects began to grow. Frézier [1737] sharply criticized the use of ovals, and the title of 
Chapter IV of his Book II is illustrative: De l’imitation des Courbes Régulieres par des 
compositions d’Arcs de Cercle. He adds, je ne conseille à personne d’avoir recours à cet 
artifice de l’ignorance. However, he included a description of how to lay out different ovals. 
The treatise of geometry by Camus [1750] contains the most complete exposition of the 
different methods to lay out ovals for certain fixed conditions.  
Thus it appears that in the mid-eighteenth century began a divorce between what is 
theoretically good and what was done in the practice. That a method is known does not 
necessarily imply that it must be used. The practical advantages of using circular arcs must 
have been taken into account. No doubt, Bernini and Borromini knew the methods of 
drawing ellipses, but they used ovals.  
As was mentioned in the case of the Roman amphitheatres, some scholars believe that 
ascertaining whether the architect used an oval or an ellipse is a matter of mensuration. In 
at least one case, Rosin [2005] has demonstrated the practical impossibility of 
distinguishing an oval from an ellipse. Bendetti [1994] and Migliari [1995] arrived to the 
same conclusion after studying the geometry of the profile of the dome designed by 
Antonio de Sangallo for St. Peter’s. Gentil [1996] claimed that the photogrammetrical 
survey of the oval dome of  the Sala Capitular in the Cathedral of Seville demonstrated the 
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use of ellipses, and other scholars agree with him [Rabasa 2000; Palacios 2003a]. The Sala 
has a ratio of length to width of 4:3, and we have seen in fig. 5a a geometrical construction 
for an oval of this proportion, the “Egyptian” oval. In fact, Vignola knew and used this 
constructions, as Gentil points out. For this geometry the difference between the ordinates 
of the oval and the corresponding ellipse amounts to less than 0.7% of the major span. It is 
not possible to reach this precision in building practice, and besides, the unavoidable 
movements suffered by masonry vaults and domes after decentring are also at least on the 
same order. We must arrive, then, at the same conclusion of the scholars cited above: 
determining the geometry of an actual oval of usual proportions is not a problem of 
mensuration. When Vigonla’s oval is superimposed onto the reproduction of the 
photogrammetry in Gentil’s article, the agreement is quite good (but of course, it is also 
with the ellipse) (fig. 31). 
Fig. 31. The Sala Capitular of the Cathedral of Seville. Comparison of the 
photogrammetrical survey [Gentil 1996] with Vignola’s 4:3 oval 
To move forward towards solving the problem it is necessary to take into account the 
constructive tradition and the problems posed in practical building by the use of a curve 
such as the ellipse, which has a varying radius of curvature. In the case of a stone arch or 
dome, this will imply the use of different templates for each stone. We may also turn to 
documentary evidence. In the cases of S. Andrea and S. Carlo alle Quattro Fontane, the 
extant drawings show the employment of ovals. The same occurs in the case of the dome of 
Vicoforte [Aoki, et al. 2003]. In fact, this author does not know any plan of an oval dome 
of significant size (say a span of more than 10 m) that shows the use of the ellipse, although 
this does not mean that the ellipse may not have been used in exceptional cases. As an 
example, the Spanish architect Plo y Camin claimed in his treatise of architecture [1757] 
that he has laid out a brick oval dome with an ellipse compass formed by two wooden 
planks (no. 27 in fig. 32). This device can function only for domes of small  size, as the 
bending of the planks will limit their size. 
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Fig. 32. Construction of oval domes in the treatise of Plo y Camín [1767] 
Fig. 33. Surbased oval arch (arco carpanel) of Alonso de Vandelvira (ca. 1580) 
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The oldest description of the geometry of oval domes is contained in the manuscript on 
stone cutting of Alonso de Vandelvira[1580]. There he explains six different types of 
capillas ovales, oval domes. All of them have the same plan – a carpanel, oval, of four 
centres – which Vandelvira uses througout his treatise (fig. 33). However, Vandelvira notes 
that other ovals can be chosen. The capillas tercera y cuarta, third and fourth domes, 
provide a good opportunity for studying the geometry. Like the dome of the Sala Capitular 
(fig. 31), they are ribbed oval domes and the problem is to define the geometry of the 
“meridian” and “parallel” ribs. 
Before discussing Vandelvira’s construction some general comments on the building  
and geometry of oval domes should be made. The usual form of a dome has axial 
symmetry. In modern terms it may likened to a solid of revolution. For a master mason or 
architect, simply put, an arch defines the geometry of the dome. The advantages from the 
point of view of construction need not be explained. Besides, the dome may be erected 
without scaffolding, by closing successive rings of masonry. What is needed, then, are not 
centrings but “guides”, a light scaffold which defines the geometry in space. Sometimes 
these arches were completed first and then the masonry shell between them was 
constructed. The advantage here is that the work can proceed faster, as the lime mortar of 
the arches will dry more quickly when four faces are exposed to the air as opposed to a 
single thick shell. Also, the placing of iron rings served to maintain the geometry while the 
mortar was setting. It was a complex process and there were several methods. It is necessary 
to keep in mind the remark of Rodrigo Gil de Hontañón when he described the closing of 
a cross vault: “... these things may be difficult to understand if one lacks experience and 
practice, or if one is not a stone mason, or has never been present at the closing of a rib 
vault” [García 1681]. The statement can be applied verbatim to the building of a masonry 
dome and reminds us of our basic ignorance about even the most simple operations of 
masonry construction. 
The geometry of an oval dome is much more complex than that of the usual dome with 
a central vertical axis of symmetry. A modern architect or engineer will think of the usual 
ways of generating surface: rotation, translation, affine transformation, etc. The architect  
would have to think first in a general way of parameters which define the overall form of 
the intrados of the dome: the relationship between the two axes of the oval plan, the 
relationship between the height and the span, and the profile of the dome. All these 
parameters must have a certain relation with one another. Then comes the problem of how 
to build the dome, that is,  how the surface of the intrados is going to be defined in the 
space, perhaps by a series of centrings. If the dome is to be made of stone, the geometrical 
definition must take into account the cutting of the stones. All the processes of building are 
subtended by a principle of economy. 
A simple way of defining the geometry is to fix the profiles of the two sections following 
the major and minor axis of the oval plan. In Serlio=s design of the oval temple (fig. 25, 
above), the curve which forms the section of the dome is the same oval as that of the plan. 
Because the height is the same as half the minor axis, the transverse cross section will be a 
circle, the simplest option. Any other transverse section is also a semicircle and by placing 
semicircular transverse centring the dome may easily built by successive rings, until it is 
closed. For a modern architect or engineer this is, of course, a surface of revolution around 
the major axis, but it is quite improbable that Serlio would have thought of it in such a 
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way. Many Renaissance and Baroque oval domes have this kind of geometry. See, for 
example, San Andrea del Quirinale (fig. 28). 
 The same approach may applied considering that the transverse section has the form of 
the semi-oval and that the longitudinal section is a semicircle. This was the approach taken 
in Sant’Andrea in Via Flaminia (fig. 27a) and in the dome of the Cesarean Library in 
Vienna (fig. 34). 
Fig. 34. Geometry of the oval dome of the Cesarean Library in Vienna (drawing by 
C. Pérez de los Ríos, after G. López Manzanares [2005]) 
Again, the logical placement of the successive centrings for the building of the dome will 
be the transverse sections, but what is the form of the shorter transverse sections? Now, it is 
not as simple as in the previous case, in which a semicircle can be supposed. It will be 
simple to think that these sections have the same form of the transverse minor section, that 
is, that they are similar ovals of diminishing size. To fulfil this condition the vertical 
ordinates of the circle and the oval must have a constant relationship, i.e., the oval is an 
ellipse. This is the mathematical point of view. Thus it follows that the oval plan must be 
elliptical to permit economical building. The point of view of the builder is that the oval 
fulfils the condition within the tolerances of building, something of the order of 1-3% of 
the span. Indeed, the deviation of the ordinates of the ovals used in building is less than 
this. Therefore the false supposition that transverse sections are all similar becomes 
“practically true”. Building manuals are full of false “practical truths”, to approximate 
values (for example, the square root of 2 is approximated to 7/5 with an error of 1% in the 
late Gothic German architectural manuals, and the practical value of ʌ is 22/7, with less 
than 0.1% error [Huerta 2004]. The standards of surveying and levelling could not 
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guarantee more precision and therefore the use of approximate numerical values and 
geometrical constructions is not only fully justified, but shows how clever the old master 
builders were. 
Fig. 35. a) Third oval dome (capilla tercera) of Vandelvira (Library of the E.T.S. de 
Arquitectura de Madrid); b) Method for drawing a “meridian rib” 
Now, in order to discuss Vandelvira’s solution for oval domes, we should keep in mind 
that he was not looking for the exact solution of the problem but rather for a practical 
solution that was easy to construct and draw. The process is clear with reference of the third 
oval dome (fig. 35a). He is considering an oval dome with the same longitudinal section as 
half the oval plan. Further, the cross section is a semicircle A-A. The longitudinal section is 
divided in seven parts by points 1, 2, 3, etc. (we work with only half section). Then 
horizontal lines are drawn and points 1ƍ, 2ƍ, 3ƍ are obtained on the semicircular cross 
section. Also, verticals from points 1, 2, 3, are projected onto the plan. Then, in the plan, 
we know that an horizontal section of the dome surface will give a line which must pass 
through points 1-1ƍ, 2-2ƍ, etc. What is this curve? If the surface is generated by the 
revolution of the oval plan around the long axis, we may draw this line point by point. Or, 
if the plan is supposed be an ellipse, then, it will be an ellipse. But the first procedure would 
be too long and Vandelvira did not know the second property. He then assumes that every 
horizontal section has a form similar to the oval of the plan. Of course, this is not true, as 
the proportion between the semi-axes A1-A1ƍ, A2-A2ƍ, ..., need not coincide with the 
proportion of the semi-axes of the oval plan. But the error is small in practice, and even the 
drawing can be “forced” by slightly opening or closing the compass, as the present author 
has done to make the drawing (a practice that any student of pre-CAD technical drawing of  
times knows very well; one of the problems of drawing by computer is that it is very 
difficult to “trick” a solution). Is Vandelvira ignorant? Frézier would have said this. But in 
fact, he is very clever: he is using a very simple graphical construction to solve a problem 
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that, expressed in rigorous geometrical terms, would have been impossible. He is not a 
mathematician; he is a builder. In fact the approximation functions because of the small 
difference between ovals and ellipses alluded to. The construction will be exact for an 
ellipsoid of revolution, but he did not need to know this. Vandelvira uses the same 
approach in the solution of fourth oval dome (fig. 36) and, most probably, the Sala 
Capitular in Sevilla would have been laid out following the same method.  
Fig. 36. Fourth oval dome (capilla cuarta) of Vandelvira (Library of the E.T.S. de 
Arquitectura de Madrid) 
Mechanics of oval arches and  domes 
An “arch” is the natural way to span a void with a material in compression only, i.e., 
piling stones of a certain shape, so that the resulting geometry is stable: the stones,wanting 
to fall due to the force of gravity, remain in place due to their mutual interaction.  
Fig. 37. Equilibrium of a voussoir masonry arch [Huerta 2004] 
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In fig. 37 we can see a massive Etruscan voussoir arch. Heavy stones have been cut in the 
form of wedges; then they have been placed on a formwork (a centring) beginning from the 
extremes. When the last stone in the middle (the keystone) was placed the centring was 
removed and the arch stood.  (The best exposition of the mechanics of masonry structures 
is [Heyman 1995]). 
Let us consider the free-body equilibrium of the keystone. In each joint (which we 
imagine more or less planar) there will exist a certain stress distribution. The stress resultant 
must be a compressive force, a “thrust”; the point of application is the “centre of thrust” 
and it must be contained within the plane of the joint. The two thrusts in the joints 
maintain the keystone in equilibrium. The same occurs with the other stones until we 
arrive at the springing of the arch. There the abutment must supply/resist a certain thrust. 
This is the “thrust of the arch”, and the abutment must have adequate dimensions to resist 
it.
The masonry arch always pushes outwards; “the arch never sleeps”, says an old proverb 
attributed to the Arabs. The locus of the centre of thrust forms a line, the “line of thrust”. 
The form of this line depends, therefore, on the geometry of the arch. Of course, as 
masonry must work in compression, the line of thrust must be contained within the 
masonry arch.  
Fig. 38. Possible line of thrust of a semicircular arch [Heyman, 1995] 
We may imagine one voussoir acting against the two voussoirs adjacent to it only 
through the centres of thrust. If we now invert the arch, what was a force of compression 
will be a force of tension: the voussoirs are hanging like a chain. The statics of arches and 
hanging cables is the same. (This was Hooke’s brilliant idea, ca. 1670.) If all the voussoirs 
of the arch are the same size the line of thrust will have very nearly the form of an inverted 
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catenary. But, it is not necessary that the arch have the form of catenary: it suffices that the 
catenary can be contained within the masonry. Therefore, in fig. 38 the arch is in 
equilibrium with an internal stress distribution represented by the inverted catenary. The 
drawing has no scale and it is evident that the safety is a matter of geometry, independent 
of size [Heyman 1995; Huerta 2006]. 
A dome can be imagined as composed by a series of arches obtained slicing the dome by 
meridian planes. Every two “orange slices” form an arch; if it is possible to draw a line of 
thrust within this arch, then we have found a possible equilibrium state in compression and 
the dome is safe, that is, it will not collapse (fig. 39a) [Heyman 1995]. The dome may have 
an oculus because a compression ring forms: the dome build a “keystone” when a ring is 
closed, and therefore masonry domes can be built without centring The safety condition is, 
then, a geometrical condition. Domes of similar forms and different sizes have the dame 
degree of safety: the drawing of fig. 39a has no scale. 
The same “slicing technique” can be applied to oval domes [Huerta 2004]. Now the 
elementary arches are different, but equal the two opposed which can build a safe arch. If it 
is possible to find a line of thrust within each pair of elementary arches, the dome will be 
safe (fig. 39b). The only difference is that, since the arches are different, the compression 
ring has an oval form. As the oval form of the compressions need not coincide with the oval 
form of the oculus, the oculus must have sufficient thickness to accommodate the 
compression ring within the masonry. Again, the safety depends on geometry and not on 
the size of the dome. 
Fig. 39. Use of the “slicing technique” to study the safety of masonry domes. a) 
Domes of revolution; b) Oval domes 
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Scaling up and down is a particular case of an affine transformation. Rankine [1858] 
discovered that the stability of masonry structures subject only to dead load remained 
unaltered after an affine transformation: the line of thrust of the transformed arch is the 
affine transformation of the original line. The relative distances to the limits of masonry 
does not change, and, therefore, the safety is the same (fig. 40). (For a detailed discussion 
see [Huerta 2004]). 
Fig. 40. Affine transformations of a masonry arch and its line of thrust: the safety 
remains the same [Huerta 2004] 
The same occurs with domes. If we transform a stable dome by an affinity, the 
transformed dome has the same degree of safety and, again, the surface of thrust, 
representing the internal equilibrium, is the transformation of the original surface of thrust. 
Fig. 41a represents the statical analysis of the model of a simple dome proposed by Fontana 
[1694]. Fig. 41b represents another dome, obtained by contracting the height and width of 
the original dome. The line of thrust represents the equilibrium of the slice arch having the 
major axis. The stability remains unaltered. It may be that the confidence of the architects 
in the stability of oval domes originates in the intuition of this principle. 
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Fig. 41. a) Design of a simple dome by Fontana [1694] and analysis of its stability 
[Huerta 2004]; b) Safe oval dome obtained contracting the height and broad of the 
previous dome. The stability remains unaltered 
Conclusion
Oval arches and domes form part of the tradition of building in masonry from the very 
beginning of the invention of the arch. The approximately egg-shaped forms were made 
regular through the use of practical geometry, perhaps about 2000 B.C., when the 
dimensions and the importance of the construction required it. The oval forms, generated 
by the tangency of circular arcs remained as an essential part of the architecture of Asia 
Minor and were incorporated in Islamic architecture, forming polycentric pointed arches. 
The Romans used the oval to design their amphitheatres. The oval arch reappeared in 
Europe in the Middle Ages as a device for solving practical problems: a dome over a 
rectangular bay, a surbased arch. In late Gothic, the master builders broadened the 
geometrical possibilities by employing oval ribs. They probably deduced the method of the 
“lengthened arch” that appears in the treatises of the sixteenth century. In the Cinquecento, 
Renaissance architects found in the oval the motif and the solution for a new architectural 
type: the church with an oval plan. This type was much appreciated during Baroque and 
late Baroque. The geometrical problems of laying out an oval surface were solved by the 
simplest methods, sufficiently close in approximation for practice. Though the ellipse was 
incorporated into building treatises in the seventeenth century, it was rarely used, and was 
probably never used at all in stone domes. 
The mechanics of an oval dome is analogous to a dome of revolution, and the same 
techniques of analysis can be used. The dome will be stable if it is possible to find a thrust 
surface, in equilibrium with the loads, within the masonry. This is a matter of geometry. It 
turns out, that a “lengthened arch” or a “lengthened dome” has the same stability as the 
original, undistorted, arch or dome. Rankine demonstrated this property in the mid-
nineteenth century, but it is obvious that the architects knew this property intuitively. This 
intuition was probably the basis for the confidence of architects who designed and 
constructed large oval domes from the beginning.
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The study of the influence of mathematics in building cannot be made without 
considering the essential objective of a builder: to build. The complication of the geometry 
was always tempered by the common sense of the builder and the imperative necessity to 
erect a safe building in a certain time. It is true that architects enjoyed the play of geometry, 
but play presupposes some rules, and they found their liberty within the rules of 
construction.
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